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שבת שירה –פרשת בשלח   
ו בשבט"ט  

This adaptation is dedicated in honor 
of my dear wife, Devorah, 

and our dear son, Eli. 
העניא בת פריידלרצה בת רחל ו ולרפואה שלימה:  

  

   

 
 ”It happened when Pharaoh sent out the people“  )יז, גי( "הי בשלח פרעה את העםיו"

 When summer arrives, all of the grasses and vegetation are awakened to life and it is so pleasant and beautiful to supplicate in the fields.  Supplication is tefilla, pleading, craving and yearning for Hashem.  At that time, every supplication in the field begins to come alive and sprout – all of them are incorporated within his supplications and tefillos.1  
 

 ”Who chooses musical songs of praise“ "הבוחר בשירי זמרה"2
 Of everything that we do for Hashem’s honor, Hashem loves the songs that we sing to Him most.  “Who chooses musical songs of praise.”  Hashem desires our songs, even more than those that the angels sing.  The song of one who is found below, who was born with challenging inclinations – yet he spends his life fighting to overcome.  On Shabbos Shira – we sing gratitude. 
 Why do we recite the “Song of the Sea” every day?  Every day, every person experiences miracles and wonders like the Splitting of the Sea.  Chazal say that a person’s shidduch is as difficult as the Splitting of the Sea.3  This also means that it is difficult to have constant peace 
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at home – it is literally like splitting the sea because man and woman are two polar opposites and it is so hard to connect them to each other.  A person’s income is also as difficult as the Splitting of the Sea.  The same is true in all matters.  That is why we sing every day and thank Hashem for the miracles and expansiveness that He provides for us at all times.  When we recite songs, praises and gratitude to Hashem – we sweeten the judgments and draw kindnesses, salvations and compassion down for ourselves and for the world.  The Jewish people faced the Sea in front of them, the Egyptians behind them, wild animals on both sides – to where could they flee?  They fled to Hashem - for only He could rescue them.  They cried out to Hashem from the deepest place – “From the depths I called You, Hashem.” 4  When 
we reveal Hashem’s compassion, when great light is born of the darkness – a song bursts forth from the heart, a song that is complete gratitude and acknowledgement.  Hashem created the world to reveal His tremendous compassion.  He took counsel with the angels as to whether or not create man and they advised Him that it was not worthwhile.  Man would not be able to withstand the challenges.  What was HKB”H’s response?  “You do not know how much 
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compassion I have.  I have such tremendous and hidden mercy.  With that compassion, I shall create man.”  The challenges that a person endures in life are all Hashem’s compassion.  A test is a golden opportunity to correct and elevate.  It is, essentially, a springboard to the next level.  There is no spiritual growth without persevering through challenges.  Only through trials, can we raise ourselves up spiritual levels and draw closer to Hashem.  It is not easy to weather the trials we face in serving our Creator - but it is forbidden to despair.  Despair is the yetzer hora attempting to instill hopelessness and surrender in us.  However, Rebbe Nachman taught that this happens to everyone, even tzaddikim, and we must be warriors to vanquish the yetzer hora.  This is why we were created – to overpower the powers of evil and endure the pain of conquering the pleasures of the yetzer hora.  When a person manages to overcome an ordeal, when he manages to break his own desire in favor of performing Hashem’s will – he is much happier, he reveals himself to be a greater person than he had previously been.  Consequently, he understands how compassionate Hashem is and why he had to travel that particular dark path to emerge into great light.  And - for that too, he must recite song, praise and gratitude.  Our natural inclination is to focus on what we lack and not pay attention to what we have.  When a person learns to thank, to recognize what he has and to say thank You – that itself draws more abundance into his life than all of his requests and appeals.  Even when a person is in the midst of some suffering, G-d forbid, if he reinforces his expressions of appreciation – he cancels all of his suffering.  If we proceed on the path of gratitude, we merit recognizing Hashem, eye-to-eye, because we acknowledge the kindnesses, the miracles and the wonders that Hashem performs for us and we feel how limitless 

Hashem is.  We sense Hashem’s greatness.  When we learn to thank – there is an eagerness on Hashem’s part to give more.  That is true in a human father/son relationship and it is true in our relationship with our Father in Heaven.  The term “Jew” (יהודי) derives from the term “gratitude” (הודיה) and from the term “splendor” (הוד).  That is a Jew’s essence and his delight – to thank Hashem for all of the splendor that fills his life.  He created such an amazing world for us and He expects us to utilize all of creation and thank Him for every detail – and to praise and extol Him.  Whatever Hashem Yisbarach created in His world was created for us to use to serve Him.  When we use something and do not express gratitude, when we do not bind everything we do to Hashem – we are considered thieves.  We must be happy all day long!  We must thank Hashem all day long!  We must praise and extol Hashem all day long!  We must find joy in each mitzvah!  We must see every mitzvah as an infinite merit!  Chazal say that it would have been worthwhile for a person to live in this world for the opportunity to do only one mitzvah.  When a person learns to say thank You, he begins to comprehend that everything is given to him, that nothing is earned through his own strength and he thereby merits a bit more humility and modesty – and that little bit is not little at all – it is actually quite vast.  We are accustomed to say thank you when some deficiency is alleviated.  For example, when a person is sick and he recovers – he says thank You, wholeheartedly.  However, if the need was filled beforehand, are we not required to thank?  We must thank even more!  “Thank You HKB”H that I am healthy!  Thank You that I have a job!  Thank You that I can see, that I can hear.  Thank You for every breath!”  The same is true for everything that we have.  Even for what is obscured, for what is bitter – we must remember: our Father does not do anything negative to His children.  Whatever happens to us now is definitely for the best! 
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On Shabbos Shira – we sing emuna. 
 The sea in front, the desert on both sides, the Egyptians closing in from the rear – who could have imagined that the sea would split for us?  It teaches us that Hashem’s salvations are beyond any of our theories.  A person realizes that, according to the laws of nature, there is no hope – so, he gives up, he throws up his hands.  That is a mistake.  Have emuna that the Creator of the World will do something that you never even considered.  When a person casts aside his own limited intellect, he suddenly realizes, with emuna, that there is no limit to the solutions and deliverances through which Hashem can save him.  A person davens to Hashem, but in middle of the tefilla he tries to think of all kinds of solutions and considers that he has to tell Hashem how to rescue him.  If he does not see a logical solution, he despairs, he thinks, “True, Hashem is All-Capable, but what will Hashem do with my situation…”  The Splitting of the Sea taught us that Hashem saves us in the most unexpected ways, in ways that never even entered our minds.  This gives us the strength to scream out to Hashem incessantly.  We cannot know how Hashem will rescue us, what type of “Splitting of Sea” He will create in our earning a living, in finding a shidduch.  We must have emuna that Hashem has already created a solution for us that we never even dreamed of at all.  In any situation that we find ourselves, even the most impossible circumstances, we must have emuna in Hashem and discard our own intellect.    Emuna is the highest intellect that exists.  Emuna is an intelligence that tells us to abandon our own intellect.  Emuna is an intellect that tells us, “Have emuna.”  People return in teshuva because they receive this intellect through a Divine conception – that it is worthwhile to cast aside our limited intellect and follow emuna.  

On Shabbos Shira – we sing renewal. 
 Have you fallen?  Do teshuva and begin anew.  Heaven loves this service – falling and beginning again.  The main thing is never to give up.  If a person despairs, he loses all of his vitality, he becomes a broken vessel – there is no one with whom to talk.  Despair is to entirely lose one’s will and then become disconnected from HKB”H.  Without HKB”H, what is left?  We must never lose our desire.  Even after the worst sin, we must look ahead.  What we really want is to cease sinning, to do Hashem’s will.  This desire is who we are!  A Jew must proceed with continuous strengthening – constantly renewing his strength.  No matter what happens – remember: the Creator of the World is with you!  He lives your pain!  The Creator of the World accompanies you!  He experiences your trials and tribulations!  He knows what you endure!  He does not forget you!  He loves you!  Shabbos Shira is Shabbos Tu B’Shvat. 
 After germination, there is blooming and renewal.  The tree takes root in the ground but drives its seeds upward – propels its branches towards Hashem.  It fights against the Earth’s gravitational pull.  The tree is connected to the ground, the roots try to pull it down, the ground wants to pull it to it – yet it does the opposite!  It takes the ground and lifts it up!  Such is a human being.  He is found on Earth, on the ground, which is low, and he utilizes the Earth’s powers.  He does not ignore them but also does not fall into them – material, physical influences.  He takes what he needs and elevates them higher and higher.5  Being a Jew means to struggle for the connection with Hashem in the midst of the darkness, the heaviness, the routine, all of 
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 תפילה
 Master of the World!  I want to be your prince - like that young kollel man who I noticed davening Shachris in the shul above the Beis Yisroel Shtiblach this week.  He entered the shul slowly but single-mindedly, without any unnecessary gestures.  From the moment that he sat down until the end of davening, he did not look right or left.  He was entirely focused on his siddur.  He did not emit a sound that was not bound to tefilla.  He was complete holiness and nobility.  May I merit that kind of dveykus (clinging) in which my head does not turn right or left – it looks only straight ahead.  Even when I am in a safe place that does not require guarding our eyes, such as the Kotel plaza, in shul, or at the graves of tzaddikim – we must still be on guard.  Guarding our eyes is not limited to not gazing at forbidden sights.  It also means not looking at anything that can distract us from dveykus to You, Father.  May I merit being like those tzaddikim who do not shift their heads to either side and do not look to see who is there, who has come in and who has left - even when they are somewhere where there is no fear of seeing anything inappropriate.  And if they do see or encounter something on the floor, like an empty plastic cup, they do not averts their eyes, as I do.  They bend down, without any unnecessary movement, to pick it up and put it where it belongs.  They do not get up from their place for any cause.  Rather, they sit in holiness and dveykus until they finish whatever they are involved in at the present moment.  They never become frightened or confused.  It seems as if they have such remarkable peace of mind and tranquility.  Master of the World!  I want to be like them – not only in the streets or other unguarded places – I want to always be like them, even when I am learning, even when I am davening.  Always with You - always clinging to You.  Master of the World!  I call them Your princes.  May I merit being like them – being a prince of Hashem.  

Have an awesome, uplifting, and wonderful Shabbos, Dov Elias 
Notice: The foregoing is my limited understanding of the Parsha Sheet, Ohr Ha’Emuna, by Harav Menachem Azolai Shlita.  It is not a complete or exact adaptation of Ohr Ha’Emuna and is not necessarily even a reliable interpretation of the ideas presented therein.  Ohr Ha’Emuna is published in Hebrew; in translation, accuracy is always compromised.  Rav Azolai has not reviewed this material.  Any inaccuracies, omissions or confusion should be attributed exclusively to me.  I still hope you enjoy and it provides some chizuk.  Thank you, Mordi Blass, for helping with some of the Hebrew expressions.  Thank you to my wife, Devorah, for proofreading and commenting on the “working draft.” ©Dov Elias 5777.  (973)9-EMUNA-9        ז               תשע" ט"ו שבט – February 11, 2017 For previous issues and/or to receive this adaptation by weekly email, visit www.tloe.us or email me at Dov@TLOE.us 
 
 

the things that do not go well for us.  Despite everything, we try to raise ourselves up a bit, to feel something, to connect.    Serving the Creator is the most alive existence, the freshest path.  We truly have emuna that Hashem is good to us, that the anguish that we endure is for the best, that Hashem knows exactly what He is doing with each of us.  If you want to keep the gate of renewal ever open, try to look at others with a benevolent outlook – have emuna in the good of others, see the light in every person.  “Endow us graciously from Yourself with a good heart, a good eye to find favor, positive understanding, 

beauty and splendor in all of the amazing creation that You created and in all of Your handiwork.  Specifically, may I find the amazing good that You renew each day and reveal it in Your nation, the Jewish people, in whom You take pride - in each of them, even the lowliest.”6  All of creation is constantly renewed.  Every Jew is renewed with it.  Hashem looks at us and at how we become completely renewed, cleansed and purified – and that is how we must look at each other.  We must transform anger to compassion - learn to judge others favorably - see their virtues and not their faults.  We must spread light and good wherever we go.   
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